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Word for Warriors

A prophecy received after reading a very pertinent article about the human body being

the temple of the Holy Ghost. The woman who wrote it, Celeste, was obviously very

well informed and highly educated. Celeste Solum

 

 Jesus speaking:

“Come away with Me, My love, to the Halls of the Warrior Band. This is your tribe; these

are your heritage brothers and sisters of the faith, of the Children of David. Children of

David band together because they understand each other. They speak the same language,

and they have the same goals. Their sights are focused on challenging the enemy and

making forays into his territory with the Words of the Endtime prophet and the New

Wine to rescue those who have lost their way and need to find their path again.

It is the pure, unadulterated Old Wine and New Wine of The Endtime prophet. His

protégées carry on in his stead, bearing his mantle, proud to be called The Children of

David. You may not have so much earthly, worldly knowledge, but you do have

something that as yet very few of them have, and that is a direct link to Me with the gift

of prophecy. They do have scripture to back them up and to hold onto, but you have the

Keys, direct access to the spirit realm, and a host of spirit helpers to advise you and aid

you on your journey. You may be very simple compared to their intelligence, but that’s

ok, because I love using the weak. They are the other members of the body and have

those that they need to reach, and they are doing their job, which is great. Your calling is

to hear directly from Me, and their intel just confirms that you can get your revelations

direct from My mouth even without knowing any such information. Yours is the walk of
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faith without seeing, whereas they need the tangible proof. Just as My disciples differed

and Thomas needed that boost where he needed to actually feel the hole in My hand,

many also need more concrete proof.

“Loving Me intimately is not only you loving Me, but it’s also Me loving you. It’s a two-
way street, a two-pronged weapon, and the way to really use its dual purpose is to link it
with prophecy.”

Return Of The Keys

Call on the keys, and the spiritual helpers needed to defeat the Enemy’s power and

principalities will destroy the works of darkness.

Continue following hard after Me, listening to My whispers,  focusing on the power and

calling on the Keys of full possession. You have unearthly weapons, My love –actual,

supernatural spiritual access to My realm, through My portals, into the fifth dimension!

This other intel is all about what the Devil is capable of doing and is actually enacting.

But just remember, he is the great usurper and has only stolen My knowledge. His desire

is to take My throne, which he will never do. He is on full throttle now with his fallen-

angel technology, but even with all that, he will ultimately fail. So sly, so utterly evil and

dark! So don’t worry too much about all this heady stuff, except that it confirms what I

have already shown you. I will not lie unto My servants the prophets.

Lift up your lamps and the keys, and I will continue to light your path, your very narrow

way, with the Truth. Continue to seek My presence at every turn, to smell My fragrance

and to desire My touches, and I will fill you, My intimate Brides, with what you are

seeking and needing to know.  The fear of Me is the beginning of Wisdom. Seek me in the

inward parts, and I and the Blue keys will give you all you need to know. We are the Ones

to give you all the power of the universe. It is My place to have this knowledge, and it is

My place to wield it. And it is My place to issue it to you, My loves, My tried and proven,

My virgin Brides whose lamps are full and ready. Come away with Me, and let us love

long and sweetly. I will carry you above all this sea of storms and bring you into our place

of peace and safety. Continue to be My Jeremiahs now. Continue to daily stand at the

gates, issuing My Words of truth and warning and invitation. Be bold and brave and hold

high the flame of revolution to light the way for the Children of David. Be My beacons.

Be My kisses.”  (End of prophecy)

“Who’s Who” a compilation of angels and spirit helpers and their dominions
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